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Abstract
This paper studies effective speech method, using the speeches of Kakuei, Tanaka, former prime
Minister in Japan. For the analysis, the paper emphasizes the interpretation of listeners' viewpoint
along with the relationship with their acquaintances. Then, the paper considers as to how to develop
descriptions for listeners in a speech.
Key Word: Listeners' viewpoint and relation with third persons, third persons, active, passive,
speaker' performance
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1.1: Introduction
When one delivers a message to someone and a receiver denies the message, two people will not
have an understanding each other. The same thing can be said about the speech that a speaker devel-
ops in front of large number of people. A slip of the tongues is the case in which speakers and listeners
blame each other. In this case, it seems that listeners are passive who always expected to follow speak-
ers who stand as active people. Once, former Prime Minister Tanaka said, "??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
?" (????1986?70) This phrase sheds light to how a speaker delivers information for listeners
to accept. The paper discusses this issue, regarding to people "who do" and "who are done."
1.2: Abstract
When people talk, at least two people such as a speaker and listener interact. For example, When
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one says, "you already wake up," he or she may think that don't wake up early on Sunday. And on the
other hand, from listener's point of view, he or she may have certain reason to wake up early on Sun-
day such as that he or she has an appointment to meet her acquaintances. From a speaker's viewpoint,
a speaker is active person "who does" send passive listener "who is expected" to receive the message
"Don't wake up." Nevertheless, from listener's viewpoint, he or she is active person who has a rela-
tionship with their acquaintances. Listener's view reveals that both speaker and listener confront as
people who do and especially, listener relates to other people outside the relation between a speaker
and listener. Then, it leads to that when information flows between a speaker and listener, relation be-
tween a speaker and listener can not be simply described as active and passive. To be exact, by men-
tioning "you wake up early this morning," listener will be able to actively tell the reason rather than
defends his or her reason of waking up early. To sum up, listener is always active person outside the
relation with a speaker and a job of speaker is to support listener so as to facilitate relation with their
acquaintances go smooth.
The range of listener's viewpoint also reveals the existence of third persons that listener relates to.
Then, question may rest on how a listener relates to third person in a speech. At first, listener is an ac-
tive person in relation with third persons. It follows that when a speaker performs third person's role,
listener can feel that he or she is an active person.  For example, centering on listeners, third persons
such as family members and friends are people whom listeners physically relate to. A speaker needs to
describe a situation in which listeners actively relate to such third persons. By doing so, listener is able
to develop their thought. In other words, listener is able to satisfy his or her psychological needs.
Then the point should be focused on how to develop descriptions. To site an example, when a stu-
dent thinks of taking another class instead of the one he is taking now, he needs to consider as to how
to take a class in faculty members' place. They actively allow student to change a class under certain
irresistible rule. Thus, a speaker' job is not actively appeal irresistible situation or dwell on responsi-
bility of people who put him in such a situation, but put faculty members in a situation which they do
their job by simply mentioning he or she can't come up with good idea of taking a class and wait for
what they will do under such a situation. In this case, faculty members will not feel that "they are
forced" to do things. It is that they simply do things as people "who do."
When pushing people what to do, they will feel pressure. However, in the above example, people
behave on their will. And a speaker's role is to assist listeners.
Similar example is that in case a clerk receives telephone card instead of credit card, he or she can
ask customer, "Excuse me, do you happen to have a gold card?" showing him telephone card instead
of mentioning, "This is not credit card." Customer does not need to be mentioned his mistake in front
of other customers. By acting third persons who has less knowledge than a listener, a speaker can let
listener behave actively. In other words, a speaker has a chance to satisfy the emotional needs of lis-
teners in their imaginary based relation with the third persons. Considering a speaker, listener and
third persons, a speaker can assist listeners so that they actively behave with no pressure. The point
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will be summarized as follows.
1) Listeners relates to third persons as active people "who do" in a speech.
2) A speaker provides listeners with situation in which they are active.
3) A speaker acts third persons so as to assist listeners to be active. 
These key issues lead to the following assumption.
1.3: Assumption
Should a speaker develop descriptions in accordance with that listeners actively share viewpoint
with third persons and develop it? In order to examine above assumption, the paper attempts to answer
the following questions.
1) Does a speaker view listeners as people "who do?"
2) Does a speaker assist listeners to enjoy a relation with third persons? 
3) Does a speaker need to act third persons' role? 
1.4: Significance
These days, lots of speeches handle topics such as environmental protection or antiwar. And in most
cases, for example, people at war are reported as victims then government and its proceeding war are
blamed. But, from viewpoint of people survive at war time or in wild nature, messages against war
and environmental destruction put these people into one group as if they are helpless being "who nev-
er take an action" and offer suggestions. This type of communication style disregards that local people
have the right to deny offers from volunteers. Regardless of this fact, many speakers tend to discuss
pros and cons about the topics. In such a case, listeners may observe the topic as other peoples' busi-
ness then never consider their own government has a chance to start war or destroy nature and they are
part of it. When appealing "protect our environment" or "peace in Iraqi," what does each speaker, lis-
tener and third person see? Seeking for solution based on a dream like hope such as love or peace
tends to end up having another dream on the hope, which will not have practical use in reality. The pa-
per views a speech not from situation between a speaker to listeners, but from a process in which lis-
teners, third persons and a speaker intermingle. Then the paper simultaneously hopes that clearing this
issue will contribute to facilitate understanding among people when they talk. Plus, though the paper
select speeches of Kakuei Tanaka, who has been praised as good speaker in Japan, the paper does not
intend to praise him.
2.1: Chapter 1 
This chapter analyzes how a speaker starts a speech for listeners.
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?1986?46?
Even these days, people have controversies over large construction business. In the above speech, a
speaker avoids describing value of construction. Instead, he says, "??????????????
??????." Specially, the description "??" should be emphasized here. Although a speaker is
the one who facilitates and supports construction, he describes construction by "??" as if he is one
of those listeners who happen to find buildings are under construction. Here listeners are not treated
passive people, who are supposed to listen to what construction should be from a speaker's point of
view.
Moreover, the description "????????????????" follows. This is speaker's judg-
ment. However, once, listeners secure their viewpoint as an active people, the description provides
them with a chance to wonder such as "how" or "really." Here, listeners are actively having questions.
Technically a speaker separates himself from listeners and listeners have their daily life as a starting
point to the construction issue. The above speech was taken place in Niigata prefecture where Tanaka
won great popularity among listeners. But, the similar feature also rests in other speeches that taken
place except in Niigata.
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????1986?22?
At first, speaker's opinion "????????????????????????????"
about five day week is explained as if having a positive value. Here, question arises as to whether or
not a speaker should develop descriptions before judging anything. One can say that the topic of five
day week is already prevailing among listeners so that a speaker does not need to mention on it. But,
behind this topic, ruling party and opposition parties had heated discussion about enforcing five day
week system. Thus, there is no difference in that a speaker fails to describe such a fact from listeners'
viewpoint, saying "??" as in the case of construction speech. The descriptions could be "people talk
about five day week don't they?" or "Do you think Saturday will be off?" Such descriptions assist lis-
teners to be active in order to handle the topic. The above speech signifies that a speaker needs to de-
scribe scene that listeners see before developing descriptions from speaker's viewpoint.
The following speech is about the topic that works against a speaker, but a speaker provides listen-
ers with a chance to be active.
????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
1986?36?
In the above speech, a speaker describes his bad image "?????," which media repeatedly re-
ported in those days. Here, a speaker, no matter how bad image people have to him, does not attempt
to change his image. In other words, his attitude tells us that a speaker does not confine listeners to a
speaker-listeners situation. Listeners are not always passive people "who are forced" to accept speak-
er's excuses on his image, but active people "who do" find "?????" image about a speaker
around them.
Under such circumstances, listeners are able to pose a question to the speaker's opinion "????
????????." A speaker does not appreciate the value of Shinkansen train from his personal
value or political stance.
2.2: Conclusion of this chapter
The feature of Tanaka's speech is that a speaker does not view himself as the active teacher and lis-
teners are who will be taught. He puts listeners in the center of speech and describes what listeners can
naturally see without attaching any values. By doing so, listeners are actively able to seek for informa-
tion. Also, in this process, information reaches to the distance that listeners cover in their daily lives.
After such a performance, a speaker needs to develop descriptions so that listeners start having their
own interpretation about information. This second operation is in those three speeches in chapter 2.
The paper will discuss it in the next chapter.
3.1: Chapter 2
In this chapter, the issue as to how listeners are able to use their view point is analyzed.
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????1986?22?
Here, one can realize that "five day week" system is not valued from political point of view. On the
other hand, a speaker describes the example of "?????????????????." This is
the example that listeners experienced when they were children. For this description, listeners are ac-
tively able to overlap "??" with from their experiences in summer and winter vacation. A speaker
simply describes a situation that listeners are familiar with.
Similar feature is in the speech of Nagaoka construction issue. In the following speech, a speaker
develops descriptions along with the common behaviors that listeners can find when observing them-
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selves and third persons.
?????????????????????????????????1986?46?
This description does not evaluate "Nagaoka-construction" from speaker's political value. The fea-
ture of the above description is "????????," which is physically necessary for all human be-
ings. It reminds people in general of what they need in their life. Here, the description has an effect to
let listeners consider the value of Nagaoka construction from their daily viewpoint.
Description that develops from listeners' relation with third persons is also in the following
Shinkansen topic.
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
????1986?36?
In this speech, a speaker does not support Shinkansen project in details from his own political view.
The description "??????????????????" requires listeners' and third persons'
physical strength. No one would like to be exposed to such a situation. A speaker assists listeners to
overlap Shinkansen topic with their dislike situation. Here, negative situation that people in general
hate works as buffer for listeners to accept information from their value.
3.2: Conclusion of chapter 2
Considering listeners as active people, a speaker, Tanaka, develops descriptions, centering on com-
mon behaviors among listeners rather than on the needs of a topic or speaker. Based on this descrip-
tion style, listeners can enjoy the topic as their own. Plus, it should be added that the descriptions
choose something that listeners physically can touch.
4.1: Chapter 4
The third performance of a speaker is to let listeners start actively evaluating their own opinions to-
ward the topic. In case of Tanaka's speech, it is performed by "??." For example, in the speech on
"five day week" system, description "??" department assists listeners as follows.
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????1986?22?
When asked about where you can find a grass hopper, Listeners who used to find it in woods ac-
cording to their "???" experiences will imagine that children these days have the same answer.
However, the description "??" is an answer that listeners have never thought of before. Here, a
speaker performs a role of third persons who needs to be guided to have proper answer. Listeners may
feel odd to description "??" and may react saying, "That's not right." Or they may think that if they
were children, they would not do such a thing. Then, the question should be posed to what is right for
listeners. Listeners' feeling "odd" and "if" keeps certain distance from children these days. When
keeping a distance, listeners may realize what they can do in reality, which strange behaviors of third
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persons prevail. Thus, the description "?????????????" can represent listeners' opin-
ion toward children these days unlike in cases of slips of tongues that overlook listeners' acquain-
tances (??: Slip of the Tongues). A speaker assists listeners to evaluate opinions from their view-
point.
Similar description helps listeners to develop their own relation with third persons in Nagaoka con-
struction in the following form.
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?(??)????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????1986?46?
In this speech, a speaker performs third persons who have totally unusual opinion to listeners who
consider construction as the needs of human life. By observing unusual behaviors of third persons, lis-
teners can start thinking about what they really need and simultaneously feel odd to third persons' be-
havior. Here a speaker provides listeners with a chance to be an observer who develop their behaviors
based on imaginative comparison to improper behavior of third persons. In addition, last sentence "?
??????????????????????????" facilitates listeners' imagination as
active and proper human beings.
Similar descriptions are in the following speech about Shinkansen. 
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??1986?36?
A speaker asks listeners to think about how third persons view their life style. In other words, a
speaker produces listeners a chance to imagine third persons' opinion toward them. Here, the question
arises in listeners' mind as to how third persons will evaluate them. This question can be rephrased
from listener' point of view as whether or not they would like to be positively evaluated. In this pro-
cess, listeners exist as people "who do" create their positive evaluation. Then the description "???
???????????" represents listeners' emotional needs about their reputation under Tanaka
regime. In this case, a speaker uses the imaginary based listeners' needs and satisfies them. Tanaka us-
es similar manner in the following comments.
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????1986?49?
This is also about the topic of Shinkansen, but a speaker describes what listeners want to. Here,
whether or not a company in reality hires listeners is not a point. The point is whether description sat-
isfies listeners as to that they want to be praised. At least, listeners can brag about themselves in their
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imaginary relation with third persons. Developing descriptions from listeners' viewpoint is also in the
following comment.
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
?1986?22?
In this case, a speaker, instead of developing excuses to the value of Liberal Democratic Party
(L.D.P) from political point of view, describes L.D.P along with listeners' close acquaintance "hus-
band." The question rests on whether or not people will evaluate their husband bad to third persons.
Though listeners have some complains to their husbands, listeners' husbands supply their families'
needs. The L.D.P is evaluated from listeners' emotional value to their husbands. Here, listeners are ac-
tive people "who do." And a speaker facilitates listeners' imagination to be developed to their favor.
4.2: Conclusion of chapter 4
Tanaka as a speaker develops descriptions, centering on listeners' emotional needs about how third
persons will think of them. The performance brings a chance for listeners to consider proper evalua-
tion to their behaviors. Speaking of the technique, a speaker has a role to facilitate listeners to create
third persons' opinion toward them positively. In addition, when performing, a speaker needs to re-
mind that listeners feel that third persons are their friends. In other words, since different behaviors are
slight, listeners are able to feel familiar and easily develop their imagination in relation with third per-
sons. Otherwise, when behaviors of third persons are described extremely offensive, they will separate
themselves from third persons and also a speaker then start blaming a speaker, who performs such
negative behaviors of their acquaintances. (??: Slip of the Tongue). In such a case, a speaker results
to oppose to both listeners and third persons. Listeners are always subject to control information.
Chapter 5: Failure Cases
Though Tanaka views listeners are active people "who do," in the following cases, he failed to com-
municate with listeners.
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????1986?57?
Since receiving boos from listeners, a speaker needs to remind that listeners develop their imagina-
tion to third persons. The issue of bribery is described from speaker's value as "simple." In other
words, listeners are treated as people who are expected to follow whatever a speaker says. It seems
that a speaker react to listeners' boos and attempts to develop descriptions to defend him. Here a
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speaker looses his stance for listeners and performance. Similarly, the following Tanaka's speech is al-
so tells us what a speaker needs.
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????1987?385?
In China, people interpreted this comment "?????????," which means "??????
??????????????????????????????????." (?????
????1987?387) The question arises as to who is subject to suffer "??." Considering listeners'
point of view, they are people who have enough strength to dispel "??.": they are not passive people
who accept "??." Similarly, question arises as to who is subject to have "??." The term "??"
treats listeners are passive people who are to suffer hard times with no idea to overcome "??." In
this case, Japanese people are "who do" and listeners are always "who are done." What type of people
would feel happy when they are looked down from one step higher than their point of view? The pa-
per argues "NO." The above speech is an example, which a speaker develops descriptions as person
"who does" to listener "who are done." As a result, "??" represents Japanese people who happen to
cause "??" situation among Chinese people and never reflect on what Japanese people can do in fu-
ture, based on their experiences as people "who do." The paper would like to stress that communica-
tion between a speaker and listeners will not be made possible if view point differs. Further analysis
on Japanese apologies to Asian countries is in the paper, "Japanese Apology to Asian countries and
Asian Countries argue Japanese."
Chapter 6: Discussion
In Tanaka's speech, a speaker always produces a ground from which listeners are able to manipulate
their image in relation with acquaintances. To sum up, the features of his descriptions in speeches are
1) Describe information from listeners' viewpoint. This technique requires that a speaker needs to
know how listeners behave in their daily life. 2) Present examples that are familiar to listeners. This
technique requires describing information that people can physically touch from listeners' viewpoint.
3) Perform third persons' behaviors. This technique requires that listeners emotionally interpret them-
selves positively to the eyes of third persons. The following comment of Tanaka sheds light to these
points.
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????1986?27?
When a speaker made a comment back in the seventies, media broadcasted about Tanaka's bribery
case. The description "???" represents listeners' viewpoint as people, "who do" know about
bribery case through media. Based on listeners' emotional relation with their friends, a speaker men-
tions on "???????????????????." This stance as a speaker is revealed in the
following speech. 
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????????????????????????????????????????
???????1986?110?
Tanaka comments as above to other politicians. He emphasizes who is subject and object in a
speech is. Also in the speech to voters, he comments as follows.
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????1986?90?
In this comment, Tanaka stresses the role of a speaker from listeners' point of view: listeners are
subject and a speaker is a helper.
In Tanaka's speech, a speaker takes a role of assistant to listeners. A speaker delivers information
that listeners have already known in their relation with third persons. When thinking about a technique
of speech, information from a speaker to listeners flows in listeners' imaginary relationship with third
persons. Listeners show agreement when information is delivered to them as they wish. When listen-
ers oppose to a speaker, his or her effort to have bilateral communication will fail. The success and
failure cases of Tanaka argue how communication is formed among a speaker, listeners and third per-
sons. Also, the paper considers that listeners whom Tanaka deals with are treated individually, but not
as a group of people who always follows a speaker. This issue sheds light to that a speaker does not
develop a speech in the form of protagonist against antagonist based on majority and ignore minori-
ties.
????
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